CROSS THE LIMITS AT ATILIM!

Civilizations gather at Atılım!

More than 500 students from 63 countries are in the same campus along with their different cultures and colors.

Social, intellectual and well-equipped individuals feel the pulse of the world...

A university experience full of festivals, national and international activities... 67 student clubs organizing social, cultural and sports activities...

Become a part of global success!

In Top 4 Foundation Universities in THE World University Rankings 2019,
Only Turkish university in US New Mathematic Rankings,
In Top 4 Foundation Universities in THE Young University Rankings,
In Top 4 among foundation universities in THE Emerging Economies Ranking

Atılım calls you to learn, share and live life to the fullest. Choose ATILIM to fly to new horizons with your own wings.
If you desire to be an enlightened legislator to establish a fair world...

- School of Law educates lawyers to work on the resolution of disputes that arise in the implementation of laws which regulate the relations of individuals among each other or with states, or international relations.

- The aim of the School is to educate students to be enlightened lawyers who are aware of their rights and protecting the rights and freedom of all, challenging any kind of injustice, conscious of social problems and producing solutions to them, researching, questioning, assimilating ethical values, having grasp of legal sources, rules, institutions, principles.

- If you are sensitive to social issues and brave enough to set against them and have strong persuasiveness and intuitions, our department is ideal for you!

Choose ATILIM for Law!

- Well-respected faculty whose books are lectured in law schools
- Full member of European Law Faculties Association (ELFA)*
- Innovative curriculum including courses such as Law Clinics (Legal Aid Clinic, Ombudsman Friendly Law Clinic, Law Clinic in Everyday Life, Legislative Clinic etc.) and IT Law, Mediation, International Arbitration, Media Law
- A contentful library with numerous resources
- Activities of our student club

*ELFA: With more than 250 members from countries within Europe and beyond, ELFA acts as an international forum for the discussion of legal topics related to legal education.

Job Opportunities

- You may work as a lawyer, judge, prosecutor,
- Notary public,
- Academician,
- Bailiff,
- Legal counselor, inspector in ministries,
- Legal counselor in banks and financial organizations,
- District governor
- Mayor, undersecretary, parliament member, etc.

School of Law educates lawyers to work on the resolution of disputes that arise in the implementation of laws which regulate the relations of individuals among each other or with states, or international relations.